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FEEDBACK ANALYSIS: A REPORT (Year 2017-18) 

Every year we take feedback from the college students. Feedback form is comprehensive 

incorporating factors like teaching learning process, amenities and facilities available in the 

college, student support system, attitude of teaching and non teaching staff towards the students 

and problems faced by students etc. This year also feedback was taken from the students. The 

Feedback Committee analyzed all the forms and the suggestions and complaints were seriously 

discussed during IQAC meeting with Feedback Committee. The gist of suggestions made by the 

students and action taken by the Principal for corrective measures is given below. 

Suggestions/Complaints made by Students 

1. To improve drinking water facility by making arrangement of more taps 

2. To make arrangement of dustbin in each class 

3. To change college timing of the first lecture due to unavailability of buses in the morning 

4. To improve quality of Identity Cards for all disciplines 

5. To make each classroom ICT enabled  

6. To arrange green boards in each classroom instead of previous wall cemented black 

boards 

7. To increase the timings of Computer Laboratory 

8. To repair the non functional tube lights and fans in the classrooms 

9. To keep the library open right from the time of first lecture 

10. To collect examination fee in the classroom to avoid inconvenience due to crowd at the 

counter 

11. To permit civil dress once a week since uniform is compulsory for all days 

12. To appoint teacher for subject Hindi for degree classes 

13. To make arrangement of Student Store in the campus for purchasing stationary items 

Corrective Action taken by the IQAC 

1. Arrangement of more taps for drinking water has been made 

2. 2 to 3 Common dustbins  have been kept on each floor in the corridor 

3. The first lecture beginning timing has been extended by 15 minutes. Now first lecture 

begins at 7.30 to facilitate students attending the lecture 



4. New Identity Cards having good quality have been provided in 2018-19 year 

5. The suggestion to make each classroom ICT enabled is a matter of financial budget and 

hence it has been passed on to the management to take positive action. The management 

has promised to make the classrooms ICT enabled in a phased manner 

6. Previous black boards have been replaced with the green boards in almost all the rooms 

7. Computer Laboratory is now kept open right from morning from 8. 00 am 

8. The non-functional tube lights and fans in rooms have been repaired 

9. The library opening time has been changed to 7.30 in the morning  

10. Collection of examination fee in the classroom has been implemented in 2018-19 

11. As per the demand of the students civil dress is allowed one day in a week  

12. New teacher for Hindi subject has been appointed on clock hour basis 

13. The management and the Principal are positive for starting Student Store but due to 

unavailability of special room, the idea could not be realized. The store will be started 

soon after the room is created. 

 

* * * * * 


